News
CHERRY natural Wohngefühl Palma
ALDER natural Wohngefühl Alpbach
ALDER natural Design Sillian
OAK european Design Kreativ Imst (not on stock)
OAK european Design Matrei sawn face

TYPES OF WOOD ALDER natural|steamed - ASH - BEECH na t u ra l|st ea med - BIRCH
BLACK WALNUT steamed - CHERRY natural|steamed - ELM st ea med
MAPLE - OAK - PEAR s tea med - SMOKED OAK - SMOKED ZIRNOAK
Woodtype

Description

CHERRY natural
3										
layers of the same hardwood. The Cherry receives a silk-matt, slightly reddish to
slightly yellow to greenish colour. The sorting Wohngefühl is knotty, with a medium
structure and natural colour differences.

Brinell hardness
Gross density

3,5
kp
										
0,66
g|cm³
		

1-Strip Country House Flooring CHERRY natural Wohngefühl „Palma”

Surfaces

ü Oil|wax oxidative dried
ü Varnished 7-times
ü Untreated sanded (on order)
ü Bevel

Symbol picture - may vary in colour and structure

Sorting guidelines

Technical data

Healthy knots

allowed (partly filled)

Thickness

15 mm

Black knots

to approx. 35 mm allowed (partly filled)

Width

150 mm

Healthy red heart

not allowed

Length

Lengthsystem

6 layers 1900 mm

(8 layers|pkg)

2 layers 950* mm

Healthy black heart

not allowed

Cracks

slightly allowed (partly filled

Curled Spots|differences in structure

slightly allowed

Natural colour differences

allowed

Natural fiber orientation

to one-third allowed

Wormholes and insect-ate-spots

not allowed

Sapwood

allowed

Red or brown spots

slightly allowed

Stains from storage and light blueness

not allowed

Knocked spots

not allowed

Mirror

not allowed

Useful layer

approx.

5 mm

Connection Tongue and groove
One layer 950* mm consists of 2 boards

m²|pkg. 2,28

m²|pal. 111,72

kg|pkg. 23

kg|pal. 1127

ü Floating laying
ü Glued laying
ü Suitable for underfloor heating
when gluing the entire area with solvent-free adhesives

www.bergland-parkett.at

Symbol picture - may vary in colour and structure

TYPES OF WOOD ALDER natural|steamed - ASH - BEECH na t u ra l|st ea med - BIRCH
BLACK WALNUT steamed - CHERRY natural|steamed - ELM st ea med
MAPLE - OAK - PEAR s tea med - SMOKED OAK - SMOKED ZIRNOAK
Woodtype

Description

ALDER natural
3										
layers of the same hardwood. The Alder without heartwood receives a light brown,
reddish colour with decent brown colour inclusions. The sorting Wohngefühl is knotty,
with a medium structure and natural colour differences.

Brinell hardness
Gross density

1,7
kp
										
0,49
g|cm³
		

1-Strip Country House Flooring ALDER natural Wohngefühl „Alpbach”

Surfaces

ü Oil|wax oxidative dried
ü Varnished 7-times
ü Untreated sanded (on order)
ü Bevel

Symbol picture - may vary in colour and structure

Sorting guidelines

Technical data

Healthy knots

allowed (partly filled)

Thickness

15 mm

Black knots

to approx. 35 mm allowed (partly filled)

Width

150 mm

Healthy red heart

not allowed

Length

Lengthsystem

6 layers 1900 mm

(8 layers|pkg)

2 layers 950* mm

Healthy black heart

not allowed

Cracks

slightly allowed (partly filled)

Curled Spots|differences in structure

slightly allowed

Natural colour differences

allowed

Natural fiber orientation

to one-third allowed

Wormholes and insect-ate-spots

not allowed

Sapwood

not allowed

Red or brown spots

slightly allowed

Stains from storage and light blueness

not allowed

Knocked spots

not allowed

Mirror

not allowed

Useful layer

approx.

5 mm

Connection Tongue and groove
One layer 950* mm consists of 2 boards

m²|pkg. 2,28

m²|pal. 111,72

kg|pkg. 23

kg|pal. 1127

ü Floating laying
ü Glued laying
ü Suitable for underfloor heating
when gluing the entire area with solvent-free adhesives

www.bergland-parkett.at

Symbol picture - may vary in colour and structure

TYPES OF WOOD ALDER natural|steamed - ASH - BEECH na t u ra l|st ea med - BIRCH
BLACK WALNUT steamed - CHERRY natural|steamed - ELM st ea med
MAPLE - OAK - PEAR s tea med - SMOKED OAK - SMOKED ZIRNOAK
Woodtype

Description

ALDER natural
3										
layers of the same hardwood. The Alder without heartwood receives a light brown,
reddish colour with decent brown colour inclusions. The sorting Design is slightly to
very knotty with a lively structure and natural colour differences.

Brinell hardness
Gross density

1,7
kp
										
0,49
g|cm³
		

1-Strip Country House Flooring ALDER natural Design „Sillian”

Surfaces

ü Oil|wax oxidative dried
ü Varnished 7-times
ü Untreated sanded (on order)
ü Bevel

Symbol picture - may vary in colour and structure

Sorting guidelines

Technical data

Healthy knots

allowed (partly filled)

Thickness

15 mm

Black knots

allowed (partly filled)

Width

150 mm

Healthy red heart

not allowed

Length

Lengthsystem

6 layers 1900 mm

(8 layers|pkg)

2 layers 950* mm

Healthy black heart

not allowed

Cracks

allowed (partly filled)

Curled Spots|differences in structure

allowed

Natural colour differences

allowed

Natural fiber orientation

allowed

Wormholes and insect-ate-spots

not allowed

Sapwood

partly allowed

Red or brown spots

allowed

Stains from storage and light blueness

allowed

Knocked spots

not allowed

Mirror

alongside and crosswise allowed

Useful layer

approx.

5 mm

Connection Tongue and groove
One layer 950* mm consists of 2 boards

m²|pkg. 2,28

m²|pal. 111,72

kg|pkg. 23

kg|pal. 1127

ü Floating laying
ü Glued laying
ü Suitable for underfloor heating
when gluing the entire area with solvent-free adhesives

www.bergland-parkett.at

Symbol picture - may vary in colour and structure

TYPES OF WOOD ALDER natural|steamed - ASH - BEECH na t u ra l|st ea med - BIRCH
BLACK WALNUT steamed - CHERRY natural|steamed - ELM st ea med
MAPLE - OAK - PEAR s tea med - SMOKED OAK - SMOKED ZIRNOAK
Woodtype

Description

OAK european
3										
layers of hardwood. The European Oak has a middle brown to intensive brown
colour. The sorting Design is slightly to very knotty, with a lively structure and natural colour differences.

Brinell hardness
Gross density

The Kreative program consists of 3-layer hardwood, middle
4,2
kp
										
layer and under layer can vary to the top layer.
0,71 g|cm³

		

1-Strip Country House Flooring OAK european Design Kreativ „Imst”

Surfaces

ü Oil|wax oxidative dried
ü Varnished 7-times
ü Untreated sanded (on order)
ü Bevel

2-Lengthsystem
According to the norms, 10,7
mm parquet must be gluedfrom a specialized company- with a suitable glue.
Symbol picture - may vary in colour and structure

Sorting guidelines

Technical data

Healthy knots

allowed (partly filled)

Thickness

10,7 mm

Black knots

allowed (partly filled)

Width

150 mm

Healthy red heart

not allowed

Length

Lengthsystem

7 layers 1900 mm

(11 layers|pkg)

4 layers 950* mm

Useful layer

approx.

3 mm

Healthy black heart

not allowed

Cracks

allowed (partly filled)

Curled Spots|differences in structure

allowed

to the technical drying,
Connection Tongue and groove Due
there are no longer any pests,

Natural colour differences

allowed

One layer 950* mm consists of 2 boards layer and back layer**

Natural fiber orientation

allowed

Wormholes and insect-ate-spots

not allowed

Sapwood

partly allowed

Red or brown spots

allowed

Stains from storage and light blueness

allowed

Knocked spots

not allowed

Mirror

alongside and crosswise allowed

only the holes in the middle

are allowed in middle
layer and back layer**

m²|pkg. 3,14

m²|pal. 109,90

kg|pkg. 23

kg|pal. 805

ü Glued laying
ü Suitable for underfloor heating

when gluing the entire area with solvent-free adhesives

www.bergland-parkett.at

Symbol picture - may vary in colour and structure

TYPES OF WOOD ALDER natural|steamed - ASH - BEECH na t u ra l|st ea med - BIRCH
BLACK WALNUT steamed - CHERRY natural|steamed - ELM st ea med
MAPLE - OAK - PEAR s tea med - SMOKED OAK - SMOKED ZIRNOAK

OAK european

Woodtype

3										
layers of the same hardwood. The European Oak has a middle brown to intensive

Description

brown colour. The sorting Ambiente is slightly to very knotty, with a lively structure.

Brinell hardness
Gross density

The Kreative program consists of 3-layer hardwood, middle
4,2
kp
										
layer and under layer can vary to the top layer.
0,71 g|cm³

		

1-Strip Country House Flooring OAK Ambiente „Matrei” sawn face

Surfaces

ü Oil|wax oxidative dried
ü Varnished 7-times

Sorting features:
Slightly to very knotty, natural colour differences,
natural

differences

in

structure, sawn face in
different

intensityand

form.
A first care after the installation is mandatory.
Symbol picture - may vary in colour and structure

Sorting guidelines

Technical data

Healthy knots

allowed (partly filled)

Thickness

15 mm

Black knots

allowed (partly filled)

Width

150 mm

Healthy red heart

not allowed

Length

Lengthsystem

6 layers 1900 mm

(8 layers|pkg)

2 layers 950* mm

Useful layer

approx.

5 mm

Healthy black heart

not allowed

Cracks

allowed (partly filled)

Curled Spots|differences in structure

allowed

to the technical drying,
Connection Tongue and groove Due
there are no longer any pests,

Natural colour differences

allowed

One layer 950* mm consists of 2 boards layer and back layer**

Natural fiber orientation

allowed

Wormholes and insect-ate-spots

not allowed

Sapwood

partly allowed

Red or brown spots

allowed

Stains from storage and light blueness

allowed

Knocked spots

not allowed

Mirror

alongside and crosswise allowed

only the holes in the middle

are allowed in middle
layer and back layer**

m²|pkg. 2,28

m²|pal. 111,72

kg|pkg. 23

kg|pal. 1127

ü Floating laying
ü Glued laying
ü Suitable for underfloor heating
when gluing the entire area with solvent-free adhesives

www.bergland-parkett.at

Symbol picture - may vary in colour and structure

Holzindustrie

•

Amashaufer GmbH

Bergland-Parkett • Laubholz-Sägewerk
Kendl 6, 3254 Bergland, Austria
Tel. +4 3 7 4 1 6 |5 5 5 0 6 -0 0
Fa x +4 3 7 4 1 6 |5 5 5 0 6 -2 0
E-Mail: info@bergland-parkett.at · www.bergland-parkett.at

„Nowadays people know the price of everything, but the value of nothing.”
Oscar Wilde

LUXURY CLASS

Our company has been working with the valuable raw material
wood for more than 100 years. As a result of our intensive involvement and continuous learning processes during this time, we have
developed highly innovative manufacturing techniques that distinguish the company from others by its outstanding quality, which is
renowned far beyond our borders.

Thus, Bergland-Parkett was the first manufacturer to succeed in producing a 3-layered solid parquet flooring from one and the same
hardwood, and in this way combining all the advantages of solid
and pre-finished parquet in one product – solid hardwood and prefinished parquet at the same time.

Our ongoing investment in the best, highly motivated staff and our
modern production techniques are the guarantee of our philosophy
to aim for the highest quality. In this way, Bergland-Parkett creates
parquet floors that hold their value timelessly and can be used for
decades. We do not only talk about sustainability, we rather live it.

		

Thomas Amashaufer
Managing Director

Quality has its price.
Bergland-Parkett – Your decision for long-lasting values.
Therefore, our exquisite floors are only available at
authorized Bergland-Parkett retailers.

